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assumed the leadership of the League but was defeated and
her standard taken. War raged bitterly for two years with
varying fortunes till the year 1250 when the ultimate
downfall of the Hohenstaufens removed the fears that had
brought about the combination of the Lombard cities. Thus
was brought about the end of the Lombard League which
had rested on the common fear of Imperial designs. But
so long as it lasted there were traces of a confederate alliance
which would have lasted longer if only the power of the
Hohenstaufens had not so early qollapsed,*
(ti)    The Hanseatic League.
The  downfall of the   Hohenstaufen  emperors threw
Germany into great disorder.   Their  successors could not
keep sufficient control over  the  various members of the
empire.   During the  thirteenth century all commerce in
Germany suffered from want of a strong government with
the result that the commercial towns were forced to combine
together   for   purposes   of protection of  their commerce.
Several leagues were formed but the Rhenish confederation
acquired great importance.  " Its constitution was very loose
but  the representatives of the associated city states met
together in assemblies called Colloqua at stated intervals to
decide upon common  policy and to  apportion the military
quotas to be provided by each member of the league.  There
was a rudimentary federal court to act as arbiter in disputes
between members,  though it had little effective power to
enforce its decisions/'*   This confederation did not last for
more than a century because of the growing power of the
Hapsburgs.    On  the   decline   of this confederation lesser
leagues we formed in Southern Germany but the cities in
the North formed a strong  league which was named the
Hanseatic League (From * hansa ' a merchant-guild).
In   the   early   part   o£   the   thirteenth   century   ihc
merchants who had to live for a considerable time in distant
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